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E.M.L. Beale, Introduction to Optimization (Wiley, New York, 1988) 121 pages 
Chapter 1: Introduction. Introduction to optimization, Basic theoretical notions. PART I: UN- 
CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION. Chapter 2: Introduction to Unconstrained Oplinri~ation Techniques~ Dif- 
fcrential calculus. Iterative methods. Chapter 3: One-dimensiona/ Oplhnlzatlon, Finding the roots of un 
equation. Maximization. Chapter 4: Multi-dinrcnsionu/ Oplhnizalion. Introduction. Extensions of 
Newton’s method, Conjugate gradients. Quasi-Newton methods. PART 2: CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION: 
LINI~AR PROURAMMINU. Chapter 5: The Simplex Method for Linear Programming. Introduction. The 
single-mix blending problem. The algebra of the simplex method. Chupter 6: Further Details of the 
Simplex Method. Basic method of finding a first feasible solution. Practical method of finding n fire1 
feasible solution. Upper and iawer bounds, Exploiting sparsity. Chapter 7: Dual//y and Parune/r/c &,I- 
grumming. Introduction IO duality. Applicntions of duality. Dual simplex method. Parametric progrs... 
ming. Chupler 8: How to Apply Linear Programming. Introduction: Mathematical programming 
systems. Applications of mathematical programming. A technique for model documentation. Com- 
municating the formulation to the computer. Chapter 9: Examples of Lineur Programming Problems. 
Preface to examples. A multi-mix blending problem. A processing problem. A multi-time period produc- 
tion and storage problem. A long-term investment planning problem. PART 3: CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZA- 
TION: NON-LINEAR AND DISCRETE. Chapter IO: Non-lineur Programming. introduction. Lagrange 
multipliers and Kuhn-Tucker conditions. Separable programming. Example of separable programming. 
Reduced gradient methods. Chapter I I: Integer Programming. Introduction. Branch and bound 
methods. Formulation of integer programming problems. Chupter 12: Dynamic Programming. In- 
troduction. Shortest-route problems. An example problem. The allocation of effort. The optimum divi- 
sion of a lint into segments. References. Subject Index, 
Walter P. Heller, Ross M. Starr and David A. Starrett, eds., Uncertainty, Informa- 
tion, and Communication, Essays in Honor of Kenneth .I, Arrow, Volumes I, II, 
HI (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1986) 282 pages 
Volume I. Social Choice and Public Decision Making 
PART 1: SOCIAL CHOICE. Chapter I: Consequentialist Social Norms for Public Decisions (Peter J. Ham- 
mond). Chapter 2: Injormation and Invariance in Normative Choice (Amartya Sen). Chapter 3: 
Ulililariun Morality in R World of Very Half-Hearted Altruists (John C. Harsanyi). Chupler 4: On the 
Implementation of Social Choice Rules in lrrutional Socieries (Leonid Hurwicz). Chapter 5: Wulrusiun 
Social Choice: Some Simple Axiomatic Approaches (Louis Gcvcrs). PART II: DECISION MAKINU IN TIW 
PUBLIC SECTOR. Chapter 6: Testing for Optinrality in the Absence of Convexity (Herbert E. Scarf). 
Chapter 7: Toward Q Theory of Planning (Michael D. lntriligator and Eytan Sheshinski). Chapter 8: On 
the Social Risk Premium (David A. Starrett). Chapter 9: A Problem of Financial Market Equilibrium 
When the Timing of Tax Payments Is Indeterminate (David F. Bradford). Chapter 10: The Shadow Price 
of Capital: Implications for the Opportunity Cost of Public Programs, the Burden of the Debt, and Tax 
Reform (Robert C. Lind). 
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Volume II. Equilibrium Analysis 
PART I: GENERAL EQUILIBRILJM. Chapter 1: A General Equilibrium Theory of North-South Trade 
(Graciela Chichilnisky). Chapter 2: Soldiers of Fortune? (Theodore Bergstrom). Chapter 3: The 
Dynamics of Industrywide Learning (Nancy L. Stokey). Chapter 4: Decentrali:ed Trade in a Credit 
Econonty (Ross M. Starr). Chapter 5: Lump-Sunr Taxes and Transfers: Public Debt in /he Overlapping- 
Generations Model (Yves Balasko and Karl Shell). Chapter 6: Coordination Failure under Complete 
Markets with Applications to Effective Demand (Walter P. Helter). PART II: MICROFOUNDATIONS OF 
MACROECONOMICS. Chapter 7: Price Flexibility, Inventory Behavior, and Production Responses (Heinz 
Koenig and Marc Nerlove). Chapter 8: On Asymmetric Information. U~letl~plo.~~~~tet~t. and Inflexible 
Wages (Mordecai Kurz). Chapter 9: Asymmetric Adjustment Costs urld Sectoral ShiJrs (Laurence Weiss). 
Chapter 10: Implicit Contracts and Risk Aversion (Takatoshi Ito). Chapter 11: An Exercise in Non- 
If ‘alra.~ian Anal&is (Frank Hahn). Chapter 12: Monopolistic Competition und the Multiplier (Robert 
M. Solow). 
Volume ill. Uncertainty, Information, and Communication 
PART I: UMXRTAINTY. Chupter I: Negotiation in Gumes: A Theoretical Overview (Roger B. Myerson). 
Chapter 2: Repeuted Moral Hazard with Low Discount Rates (Roy Radner). Chapter 3: Existence, 
Regularity, and Constrained Suboptimality of Competitive Allocations When the Asset Murket Is In- 
complete (John D. Geanakoplos and Heraklis M. Polemarchakis). Chapter 4: Asset Pricing Theories 
(Michael Rothschild). Chapter 5: Independence Versus Dominance in Personul Probability Axioms 
(Thomas Marschak). Chapter 6: Univariate und Multivariatr Comparisons of Risk Aversion: A New Ap- 
prouch (Menahem E. Yaari). PART 11: INFORMATIOS. CoMMuNrcAT~oN, AND ORGANIZATION. Chupter7: 
The Cost of Communication in Economic Organization: II (Hajime Oniki). Chapter 8: Assembling Effi- 
cient Organizations? (W-M. Gorman). Chapter 9: Optimal Bayesian Mechanisms (Eric S. Maskin). 
Chapter IO: Incentive Theory with Data Compression (Jerry R. Green and Jean-Jacques Laffont). 
Chapter 11: Alternative Limited Communicaiion Systems: Centralizrr!ion versus Interchange of Infor- 
mation (Jerry R. Green and Jean-Jacques Laffont). 
Shmuel Nitzan and Jacob Paroush, Collective Decision Making (Cambridge Univer- 
sity Press, Cambridge, 1985) 132 pages 
Chapter ! : Introduction. Chapter 2: Uncertuin Dichotomous Choice: The Basic Model. The model. The 
problem. The optimal decision rule. Axiomatic characterization of potentially optimal decisive decision 
rules (Monotonicity. Strong neutrality). Efficiency. Appendix. Chapter 3: Costs of De&ion Rules. In- 
troduction. The optimal size of a homogeneous decision-making body. Heterogeneous skills. Ranking 
of rules. Potential variability of decisional skills (Loss of decisional competence. Alternative special cases 
of skills variability). Chapter 4: Asymmetric Alternatives. Introduction. The extended model. The op- 
timalhy of qualified majority rules: Skills, size and bias. Chapter 5: Incomplete Information on Deci- 
sionulSki/ls. lnlroduction. Partial information on decisional skills. Expert optimality (Expert optimality 
under the log-normal distribution of individual odds of choosing correctly. Expert optimality under 
uniform distribution of competences). Optimality of all relevant rules in a five-member group under 
uniform distribution of competences. Complete ignorance and the superiority of simple majority rule in 
three-member groups. Chapter 6: Interdependent Decisi*ms. introduction. Interdependence. Indepen- 
dent versus interdependent decision making. Chapfer 7: Improving Decisional Skills as investment in 
Human Capital. Introduction. The individual decision-maker’s problem. The collective decision-making 
problem (A homogeneous society of fixed size. The volume of investment under the centralized system 
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versus the decentralized equivalent system). Chapter 8: Sequential Anal’sis: The Consuliing Case. In- 
troduction- The model, the problem and the solution (The non-sequential version. The sequential ver- 
sion). Chapter 9: Manv Alternatives and MLsed Rules. Introduction. Why binary choice? The 
multiple-alternative case. Lottery decision rules. Aggregation of individual probability assessments. 
Chap/er 10: Applications. Introduction. A medical application. A legal application: Cumulative voting 
for directors versus the common law (Introduction. The framework. is cumulative voting superior to the 
common law? Conclusions). On the economic organization of the services sector. 
